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technologies. 
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Tuning the Ultrafast Energy Flow in Molecular Scale Materials    
Clusters and related (sub)-nanoscale systems are promising alterna ves to tradi onal bulk materials as they o en  
exhibit novel proper es, stemming from their quan zed sizes, that can be developed for energy conversion applica-

ons. I will present our recent ultrafast spectroscopy measurements that demonstrate the exquisite tunability of the 
physical and chemical proper es of clusters, through systema c adjustment of their atomic composi on, enables new 
understandings to control energy flow. By tuning the d-electron density of strongly correlated, neutral metal oxides 
clusters with atomic precision, our ultrafast measurements act as a window to monitor electron correla on and   
iden fy the structural features driving carrier localiza on/separa on and polaron forma on.1,2 We developed an    
innova ve technique for quan fying the metallicity of molecular sized materials.3,4 The electronic relaxa on         
proper es are strongly dependent on both size and local structure, enabling sub-nanometer clusters to exhibit       
metallic or semiconduc ng proper es, and even transi on between the two in direct rela on to the ligand-to-metal 
charge transfer (LMCT) character of the photoexcita on. I will also present new results on the ultrafast ion-pair       
forma on photodynamics of small atmospheric molecules, which have a racted substan al a en on due to their 
prominent role in acid-base chemistry, ozone deple on and acid rain. Nonadiaba c relaxa on following Rydberg state 
excita on in small molecules operates as a mul step process reaching an intermediate state within ~500 fs and finally 
predissocia on to the ion-pair [C4H9

+ ‒ Br‒] state within 10.8 ± 0.5 ps.5 We find that excited state proton transfer and 
ion pair forma on is an important protec on mechanism that stabilizes small formic acid clusters (FA)n against        
ultraviolet photodissocia on on the fs mescale. However, proton transfer becomes exponen ally less favorable with 
decreasing size, explaining why it has never been seen in FA2.  
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